Medeco Smart SFIC Solutions: Value, Security, and Accountability

Medeco eCylinders are a complete electronic locking system providing controlled access, accountability, physical security and system management.

More than just a way to protect your facility, eCylinders are a business tool that can lead to a substantial return on investment.

**Controlled Access**—Keys are electronically programmed to open only specific locks during a designated schedule.

**Accountability**—Audit information is recorded in both the lock and key, showing authorized accesses and unauthorized attempts.

**Easy Installation**—No hard wiring required.

**Electronic Rekeying & Scheduling**—Respond quickly to lost or stolen keys.

**Physical Security**—Attack-resistant design and tamper-proof features.
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**MEDECO U.S.**
3625 Alleghany Drive
P.O. Box 3075
Salem, Virginia 24153-0330
Customer Service: 1-877-633-3261

**MEDECO Canada**
160 Four Valley Drive
Vaughan, Ontario L4K 4T9

The ASSA ABLOY Group is the global leader in access solutions. Every day we help people feel safe, secure and experience a more open world.

Experience a safer and more open world.
**A SMART WAY TO THINK ABOUT SMALL FORMAT INTERCHANGEABLE CORES**

Medeco has created a continuum of SFIC Solutions to fit every need.

**SAVE MONEY**

Our SFIC products are manufactured in a state-of-the-art U.S. manufacturing facility, to the exact specifications to be compatible with your existing hardware. These high-quality standards offer you maximum value at competitive prices with overall low cost of ownership.

**UPGRADE TO PATENTED KEY CONTROL**

Our system of true key control offers the highest possible protection combined with superior keying capabilities. A simple upgrade to Medeco X4 gives you patent protection against unauthorized key duplication until 2030.

**REDUCE LOSS & LIABILITY**

Medeco XT offers audit and scheduling in SFIC. Medeco XT provides accountability, along with flexible electronic masterkeying capabilities, to protect sensitive or critical areas without changing hardware or costly hard-wiring.

**SERVICE & ACCESSIBILITY**

Our extensive network of distributors, service centers and dealers offer accessibility and expertise when and how you need it.
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**THE VALUE OF THE MEDECO B SOLUTION**

Medeco B cylinders are manufactured in the U.S. and are compatible with most existing hardware. Popular keyways are available to key into existing masterkey systems using A-Q, W or T keyways. Medeco B offers a cost-effective solution to expand your existing system.

- **Uses Existing Hardware**—Medeco B is made to the exact specifications to be compatible with your existing hardware and parts you have on hand.
- **Can Be Masterkeyed Into Existing Systems**—A-Q, W and T series keyways available to match existing masterkey systems.
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**THE SECURITY OF MEDECO X4 PATENTED KEY CONTROL**

Medeco X4 offers a wide variety of retrofit cylinders, including SFIC. The patent extends through 2030 and offers four times the masterkey capacity of similar-style cylinders.

- **Patented Key Control**—Protects unauthorized duplication of your keys.
- **Uses Existing Hardware**—Medeco offers the largest selection of retrofit cylinders, which reduces cost by eliminating the need to replace your existing hardware.
- **Superior Masterkey Capabilities**—Four times the masterkey ability of similar-style cylinders.
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**LEVEL 0**

**RETROFITS EXISTING SYSTEMS**

**PATENTED KEY CONTROL**

**LEVEL 1**

**RETROFITS EXISTING SYSTEMS**

For applications where keying into existing non-patented keyways and systems is desired.

*Product Recommendation: Medeco B*

**LEVEL 2**

**MECHANICAL HIGH SECURITY**

**LEVEL 3**

**ACCESS CONTROL**

**LEVEL 1**

**PATENTED KEY CONTROL**

For applications where the ability to duplicate keys is prohibited without authorization.

*Product Recommendation: Medeco X4*